Politician says fall election most crucial since WW II

Says Republicans will have edge if economy is healthy

By Shelly Evans

Former presidential candidate John Anderson told a California politics class on Monday that the November election will be close, but he's not picking a winner. Anderson said the election is crucial because the United States is at somewhat of a crossroad. "We're now the debtor nation instead of the creditor nation we've been in the past," Anderson said. "I think this is the most crucial election in the post-war period — even more than in 1960. Who's elected in November will decide the future." Anderson said the election is more important because it will help students to become more aware of and better educated about the importance of this growing industry.

"They (the packaging industry) need accountants, engineers, scientists, journalists... the same as any other industry," he said. Mike Goode, president of Cal Poly's student chapter of the Society of Packaging Professionals, said there is a particular need for packaging professionals on the West Coast because the industry is growing a lot here, but the education side of packaging is based on the East Coast.

The packaging industry is the third largest industry in the country and people (students) are not aware of it," he said. "They think about the automotive industry and all the traditional ones, but nothing moves unless it's packaged. Right?"

"If the economy remains strong, Bush might very well win," Anderson said. "If the economy remains weak, George Deukmejian as his running-mate in the election. The governor of the largest state. It's hard to think of someone else as an alternative in the West." While Anderson said the election is more important because it will help students to become more aware of and better educated about the importance of this growing industry, "It's like a three-dimensional movie, if you go around and round you can see the different motions," Kammerichs said. "We're now the debtor nation instead of the creditor nation we've been in the past. This is the most crucial election in the post-war period — even more than in 1960. Who's elected in November will decide the future." — John Anderson

"They challenge the old way of doing things," Culver said. "Third-party candidates can establish issues and cause other candidates to take notice of those issues." sidenotes: all quotes by John Anderson in Mustang Daily.

"We're now the debtor nation instead of the creditor nation we've been in the past. This is the most crucial election in the post-war period — even more than in 1960. Who's elected in November will decide the future." — John Anderson

Curriculum awaits introduction of plastics packaging programs

Interdisciplinary minors could benefit all Poly majors

By Shelly Head

Two new interdisciplinary minors that could benefit all Cal Poly majors are soon to become part of the curriculum.

When packaged, the two will be introduced in the 1989-90 catalogue. Packaging and plastics will also become a minor, pending its approval over the next few years.

According to a pamphlet sent out by the industrial technology department for the Plastics and Packaging Symposium held at the end of last month, the purpose of the interdisciplinary packaging minor is to "complement the student's degree major with a planned curriculum in packaging." It said: "The program is designed to capitalize on theories and skills learned in other disciplines thereby uniquely preparing students for careers as packaging professionals in positions ranging from highly technical research and development through purchasing, production, sales and management."

Student, coordinator of the packaging minor for the IT department, said the minor will be important because it will help students to become more aware of and better educated about the importance of this growing industry.

"The packaging industry is the third largest industry in the country and people (students) are not aware of it," he said. Mike Goode, president of Cal Poly's student chapter of the Society of Packaging Professionals, said there is a particular need for packaging professionals on the West Coast because the industry is growing a lot here, but the education side of packaging is based on the East Coast.
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EDITORIAL

Mr. Knapsack — OK, sayon can reach. But you get a big mouth and you don't like to bowl. You're lucky!

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Quitting CSSA unwise decision

Editor — Cal Poly's recent decision to withdraw from the California State Student Association is a prime example of student simple-mindedness. The notion that Cal Poly is not receiving $7,000 worth of services is a lack of basic understanding of the subtlety of politics and political decisions.

It is true that politics is a business, and that the problem with student politics is that they don't understand the problems and politics of personnel matters, such as the President of Ohio State University, or he or she is no longer a student. We all know that CSSA earns our money. Through CSSA's involvement, the university is well represented. It has been decided with the decision makers, a deeper understanding of issues remeeds and independent information is accumulated. In short, CSSA keeps each new student body coming to get to the new student. The view of CSSA is system-wide, not just what can be done for Cal Poly. For example, CSSA works against bills in the Legislature that would raise tuition rates. It also pushes for minimum rights and more financial aid. These areas are CSSA's successes. The Van Vleck Administration is not direct tangible results, but this is not the new way of lobbying organizations deal in influence and indirect results. CSSA works behind the scenes to protect and represent our rights as students.

The weak link of CSSA is conveying its goals, objectives and needs to the university. It is that by the time one student graduates, only 5 percent of the student body is left. This is where politics is the place to be. By being a part of CSSA, you get to be a part of the Board of Trustees in Long Beach and Sacramento. $7,000 I hope (ASI President) Nishan Havandjian, Peggy Yeyna, Donna Taylor, Tom Viskocil, asst. photo editor, Grant Shaffer, Illustrator. They simply didn't fit in. Tenure, in a nutshell, is job security granted professors after years of probationary teaching. Non-tenured faculty are evaluated by their teaching performance and service to the university and community.

And there lies the political rub. Some non-tenured faculty have said they are warned not to speak out on touchy campus issues, because it could threaten their tenure. Only when they are granted job security can they carve their political niche, but not sooner. Since faculty are evaluated on the vague category of service to the community, a loophole exists to subtly reject them if they are outspoken or don't mesh with a department's personality.

Letting good teachers slip away because of campus politics undermines their main reason for being here: to teach. Scaring them into silence puts unnecessary egghells in their path that make them look down instead of ahead. Those with outspoken personalities — usually those with low American students, much to the surprise of the national population that is Republican that is on the right track and is poised to derail the Democratic Party. His message of holding the line on Reagan's message is ringing true.

Fire up, get fired

If you rock the boat, you're going to walk the plank. Such is the case with faculty tenure at Cal Poly. Many competent, talented and dynamic professors have graced this campus, only to disappear a year later leaving students with mouths agape. Chances are, many didn't leave because they didn't knew enough or because they couldn't hold students' attention in the classroom. They simply didn't fit in.

Tenure, in a nutshell, is job security granted professors after years of probationary teaching. Non-tenured faculty are evaluated by their teaching performance and service to the university and community. And there lies the political rub. Some non-tenured faculty have said they are warned not to speak out on touchy campus issues, because it could threaten their tenure. Only when they are granted job security can they carve their political niche, but not sooner. Since faculty are evaluated on the vague category of service to the community, a loophole exists to subtly reject them if they are outspoken or don't mesh with a department's personality.

Basing job security on politics in an educational setting leaves professors no incentive to teach well. Tenure should be based on the ability to teach, not on the brownness of one's nose.
Drought could cause SoCal to lose water for agriculture

LOS ANGELES (AP) — If a statewide drought persists through 1989, water supplies to agricultural fields in six Southern California counties could be cut off in order to keep water in city pipes.

The Metropolitan Water District's Water Problems Committee unanimously approved the plan Monday and sent the measure to the full board.

The district provides water from the Colorado River and the California Water Project to Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino, San Diego and Ventura counties.

Rainfall and mountain snow runoff statewide have lagged below normal for two years, prompting fears of a severe drought should the conditions persist, said Carl Boronkay, MWD general manager.

Boronkay said the action also shows how population growth has increased the area's water demands since the last drought in 1976-77, when the district met the shortage with voluntary programs.

That year, the district provided 1.4 million acre-feet of water. This year, it expects to pump about 2 million acre-feet, he said.

Under the proposal, the water district can curtail or shut off water for agricultural uses in 1989 if there is inadequate water for the district's priority customers, residential users and urban users.

State

Nation

Official confident Shultz can iron out Soviet missile treaty

WASHINGTON (AP) — A senior Reagan Administration official voiced confidence Tuesday that Secretary of State George P. Shultz would be able to clear up differences over a missile-ban treaty with the Soviet Union in a new round of talks with Foreign Minister Eduard A. Shevardnadze.

The differences over policing the accord against cheating prompted Senate leaders on Monday to indefinitely postpone ratification.

"These are very, very technical issues, and we've had the problem of pursuing them at long distance through diplomatic exchange, informal translations, things of that sort," the official told reporters before Shultz boarded an Air Force jet for two days of talks with Shevardnadze in Geneva. The official spoke on condition of anonymity.

However, Shevardnadze said on his arrival in Geneva Tuesday that he was "not quite clear what the problems" were. He said the Soviets had answered questions raised by the United States about monitoring the agreements to scrap all U.S. and Soviet missiles with a range of 315 to 3,125 miles.

"Basically the verification problems regarding the INF treaty have been resolved, I think," Shevardnadze said.

The Soviet answers were delivered to the State Department Sunday night by Ambassador Yuri V.Dubinin and presented Monday to the Senate Intelligence Committee.

World

Cops nab Red Army member, look at possible terrorist acts

TOKYO (AP) — Police said Tuesday they have arrested a member of the Japanese Red Army who allegedly hijacked an airliner to North Korea in 1970, and are investigating whether he was planning terrorist attacks on the Olympic Games in Seoul.

Police identified Yasuhiro Shibata, 34, as one of nine Red Army members who commanded a Japan Air Lines Boeing 727 with 138 people aboard to North Korea on March 31, 1970. The hijackers freed some passengers during a stop in South Korea and released the rest after the plane landed in North Korea.

The Red Army, formed in the late 1960s, has called for "simultaneous world revolution" and has in recent years operated primarily with Arab leftists in the Middle East. The terrorist group has never had more than 300 adherents, according to police.

Police said Shibata was arrested near his Tokyo apartment Friday and was identified through fingerprints. He is the first suspect in the hijacking to be detained.

The other hijackers reportedly are in North Korea.

Police said Shibata obtained a false Japanese passport in July 1986 by using the family registry of a man with dual Japanese and North Korean citizenship. They said they did not know when Shibata last entered Japan.

A National Police Agency official, speaking on condition of anonymity, said investigators were questioning Shibata about possible terrorist attacks on the Olympics in South Korea.

The terrorist group has called for attacks on the games, according to police.

Set Yourself Apart...

next year, enjoy quiet and privacy at

STAFFORD GARDENS

and

Las Casitas

DELUXE ONE

AND TWO BEDROOM

TOWNHOUSES

3 blocks from campus

NOW LEASING FOR FALL QUARTER

CALL 543-2032 for more information

VIDEO

DOCUMENTARY

CHEMICAL WARFARE

CHEMICAL WEAPONS DROPPED ON DEFENSELESS CIVILIANS

UP TO 5000 DEAD

* AN ATROCITY TOO GREAT TO IGNORE

* WHAT THE TRUE FACTS REVEALED

TIME: THURSDAY, MAY 12 (11-Noon)

PLACE: CAL POLY U.U. (BISHOP LOUNGE)

SPONSORED BY MSA

THIS IS YOUR LAST CHANCE TO GET IN SHAPE BEFORE SUMMER

1 MONTH ONLY $29

- Burn fat with 10 daily aerobic classes

- Personalized weight training to tone and firm

- Stairmaster machine and Aerobicycles

- Jacuzzi, sauna and more!

CALENDAR GIRL

Complete Fitness For Women

964 Foothill Blvd., University Square

543-3465
IBM will be accepting credit card orders for promotion purchases.

April 18 through May 18
IBM PS/2 BONANZA
at El Corral Bookstore

IBM PS/2 BONANZA

Package 1 - PS/2 Mod 25 Collegiate:
640 KB Memory, 8086 processor, two 3.5" floppy drives (720KB), serial and parallel port, multicolor graphics array (MCGA) 64 shades of grey, enhanced keyboard. High res. 12" monochrome display. Mouse. DOS 3.3. Microsoft Windows 1.04, Microsoft Word 4.0. (1 yr. war.)

Suggested Retail Price:
- $2,378
- $1,338
- $1,146

El Corral Price:
- $1,338
- $1,146

IBM BONANZA Price:
- $1,146

Package 2 - PS/2 Model 30:
640 KB Memory, 8086 processor, 20MB hard disk, one 3.5" floppy drive (720KB), serial and parallel port, multicolor graphics array (MCGA), enhanced keyboard. 12" monochrome display or 12" color display (both high res.). Mouse. DOS 3.3, Microsoft Windows 2.03, Microsoft Word 4.0. (1 yr. warranty.)

Monochrome:
- $3,309
- $1,949
- $1,684

Color:
- $3,744
- $2,119
- $1,928

Package 3 - PS/2 Model 50:
1 MB Memory, 80286 processor, 20MB hard disk, one 3.5" floppy drive (1.44MB), Microchannel Architecture, serial and parallel port, video graphics array (VGA), enhanced keyboard. 12" monochrome or 12" color display (both high res.). Mouse. DOS 3.3, Microsoft Windows 2.03, Microsoft Word 4.0. (1 yr. war.)

Monochrome:
- $4,609
- $2,719
- $2,424

Color:
- $5,044
- $2,999
- $2,680

Proprinter II:
Dot matrix, high-speed draft or near-letter quality. Single sheet, form and envelope feed. (3 mo. warranty.)

- $549
- $379
- $357

prices you've never seen before.
See your El Corral Bookstore representative for details.
Moonlighting at Poly

Dave and Maddie aren't alone

Story by Karin Holtz, Staff Writer

Photos by David Grey, K.M. Cannon

"Teaching is my job and I don't take my pager with me. So if there is a call that goes down, it's kind of hard to say well, goodbye with 150 students in the classroom (to go fight a fire)."
— Peter Jankay

At the end of the quarter, Tjaden tells each of his classes, "We may have talked about things this quarter that you would like to talk about. We can always get together and have some time without any fee. Give me a call.

He said people who may have been uncomfortable about talking about a sensitive subject during class will then approach him after the quarter is over.

Tjaden, who also adds Presbytery ministering to his list of current occupations, said the only conflict for him is time management, but "it all seems to work out somehow."

So why does he dedicate so much time and energy to working outside jobs? It's not for the money, Tjaden said. Tjaden own a 20-year-old Volkswagen bus to attest to this fact. "I work hard at three different vocations with wonderful people and have a wonderful time doing it, but I'm not getting rich," he said.

"I've always done more than one thing. It's just a lifestyle for me, I like it just fine." Tjaden said he doesn't plan on slowing down and is open to new challenges. "I find that I stay younger and happier with doing something I've never done before," he said.

Tjaden said his lifestyle isn't for everyone. "It's a question of knowing who you are and what works best for you. Somebody else would maybe find the best expression of themselves doing it (teaching) full time. I don't think mine is the superior way."
NATO invitation includes policy briefing for students

By John Alexiou
staff writer

Thanks to an invitation from NATO, 40 Cal Poly students on London Study will be able to visit the alliance’s headquarters in Brussels.

The students, who are enrolled in Modern World History (Hist 315) while studying in London, will begin a five-day tour on May 27 using Britain as their laboratory, said Jon Ericson, dean of the School of Liberal Arts.

Professor John Snetsinger, teacher of the history class, believes the highlight of the tour will be visiting NATO’s headquarters and attending a series of briefing sessions by officials who implement NATO policy.

The three sessions, which include East/West relations, military planning and arms control and defense planning and policy will give the students a better grasp of what the alliance does, said Ericson.

“They have an opportunity to see headquarters first hand,” he said. “That kind of concrete experience helps their understanding of how NATO functions.”

Ericson said students will have the opportunity to ask top officials questions regarding the alliance’s policies.

In addition to the briefing sessions, students will meet with members of the U.S. mission to NATO to informally discuss the future of the alliance, America’s commitment to Europe during the next decade and the future of arms control and European security, Snetsinger said in a statement.

The five-day tour will be used to relate historical topics students have studied in class to the actual sites where history was made, he said.

After studying the Holocaust in their London courses, plans have been made to travel to Amsterdam where students will examine the impact of Nazi Germany’s concentration camps during World War II, he said.

Ericson said, “The benefit for everyone on London Study is the enrichment of lecture courses and what students take, whether they be in the social sciences or the humanities.”

Atascadero resolution complains of low student admissions to Poly

By Marianne Biasotti
staff writer

Atascadero High School, Cal Poly’s neighbor to the north, doesn’t think the university is being neighborly when it comes to admitting their students.

The Atascadero school board passed a resolution complaining that Cal Poly admires more out-of-state and foreign students than it admits from Atascadero High School.

For the fall term of 1988, however, Cal Poly admitted 18 out of 27 applicants from Atascadero High, a 67 percent acceptance rate.

“These are good figures,” said Helen Linstrum, assistant director of Relations with Schools.

“We do have quite a few Atascadero grads at Cal Poly. What happened is that some well-qualified students have been turned down, which happens all over the state.”

The university hears from National Merit finalists who weren’t accepted, Linstrum said, and counselors have to explain that there were better-qualified students for that specific major.

As for giving preference to out-of-state and foreign students, Linstrum said that 99 percent of the student body are California residents, a percentage which generally remains consistent.

The university is mandated by the California Master Plan of Higher Education to give preference to state residents before out-of-state and foreign students.

Linstrum said that this year non-residents were only accepted under agricultural majors, which weren’t impacted.

Local transfer students do have a edge when applying, Linstrum said, and will get the spot if they are similar in ability and background to other students.

“Atascadero High School people are quite aware of how things were but that information apparently isn’t uniform,” Linstrum said.

Linstrum and Glenn Irvin, associate vice president for Academic Affairs, will attend a May 16 school board meeting to explain the university’s admissions process, especially as they relate to local students.

Kappa Alpha Theta soon to colonize at Cal Poly

By Claire Nickelson
staff writer

Greek Week awards are always cause for celebration for Cal Poly Greeks, but the announcement of a new sorority made Sunday’s festivities even brighter.

After a detailed national search which began in December, Cal Poly Panhellenic chose Kappa Alpha Theta sorority to come colonize in the fall.

“We’re really excited about our choice,” said Lisa Gelhaar, a member of the selection committee.

“Thetas is a strong national house that will really work well with Panhellenic,”

Hope Hayes, Panhellenic president, said the decision to expand came as a result of the large number of girls who went through fall rush, the strength and stability of the current six sororities on campus and the rapidly expanding fraternity system.

Representatives from each of Cal Poly’s sororities attended the Panhellenic Executive Council, comprised the selection committee which narrowed down a list of prospective choices to four sororities, which were invited to come and give presentations.

The other three sororities which were considered were Pi Beta Phi, Alpha Gamma Delta and Alpha Delta Pi.

See SORORITY, page 7
MINORS
From page 1
He said West Coast packaging industries often have to recruit employees from the East. The IT department is working on filling the employee void in the Western United States by implementing the plastics minor.
"San Jose State has the only other packaging program (in the Western school system) and it's small," said Goode.
Stead said that the plastics industry is growing right alongside the packaging industry; that the two industries often have to recruit the same technological and professional personnel.
"They (students) don't need a lot of knowledge (about plastics) but they need a basic understanding," he said.
Kent Curley, a 1986 Cal Poly IT graduate and sales representative for the Crenit Company (professionals in packaging materials) in Salinas, said the new packaging minor will be a great benefit to many students.
"I think I was one of the first in the United States," Kammerichs said during an interview Monday. "I was discovery number 43 in Modern Photography during the 1920s."
Although Kammerichs said much of his recent work is sculpture, he brings a photographic perspective to all his art.
"One of my approaches (in sculpture) brings the different grades, the shadows and the highlights from photography, into different spaces, different layers."
"It's like a microview of photographic material, the different layers. This was not my idea but it was interesting at the end that this was what I got." Kammerichs said his work is influenced by his interest in movement and the representation of movement in different media.
"For me it is so fascinating to find out how far an abstraction of a human being can go without losing the individuality of that person," Kammerichs said.

SCULPTOR
From page 1
"I think I was one of the first German photographers published in the United States," Kammerichs said during an interview Monday. "I was discovery number 43 in Modern Photography during the 1920s.
Although Kammerichs said much of his recent work is sculpture, he brings a photographic perspective to all his art.
"One of my approaches (in sculpture) brings the different grades, the shadows and the highlights from photography, into different spaces, different layers."
"It's like a microview of photographic material, the different layers. This was not my idea but it was interesting at the end that this was what I got." Kammerichs said his work is influenced by his interest in movement and the representation of movement in different media.
"For me it is so fascinating to find out how far an abstraction of a human being can go without losing the individuality of that person," Kammerichs said.

SORORITY
From page 6
"We read a house that would be successful at Cal Poly, so we called comparable schools and asked them what made them so we called comparable schools and, most importantly, how well that house was doing and if its colonization was being successful at Cal Poly," he said.
Hayes.
Other criteria included whether or not a house had alumni in the area willing to help them colonize, whether other chapters in California would be supportive, and, most importantly, how well the house was doing and if its colonization process was and was successful at Cal Poly.
"We were really impressed with Theta's presentation," said Gehlhar. "They were really open and willing to share with us, and have great educational seminar programming that will benefit Cal Poly as well as the Greek community."
Despite Theta's strength nationally, Hayes said that she didn't think it would pose any threat to the livelihood of the current sororities.
Walt Lambert, Coordinator of Greek Affairs, agreed.
"Theta will be looking for older girls with the strong leadership abilities needed to start a house and won't be recruiting girls until after fall's formal rush, which consists mainly of freshmen and sophomore girls," he said.
Lambert said Theta will begin its informal rush approximately two weeks into school with an open house and on-one-one interviews. A representative will be sent from Theta's national office to facilitate the colonization process and work with the new members through their first year.
There are plans for further sorority expansion at Cal Poly, but both Lambert and Hayes said that the new sorority will need time to establish itself, so the selection process won't begin again for another two years.

APPLE DAYS SALE
El Corral Bookstore is offering a limited time special on Macintosh Computers.
These are the lowest prices ever!

Macintosh Information Open House

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4/21/88 Thu</td>
<td>12:00-3:00</td>
<td>U.U. 219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/28/88 Thu</td>
<td>12:00-3:00</td>
<td>U.U. 219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*5/02/88 Mon</td>
<td>12:00-3:00</td>
<td>U.U. 219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*5/05/88 Thu</td>
<td>12:00-3:00</td>
<td>U.U. 219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*5/10/88 Tues</td>
<td>12:00-3:00</td>
<td>U.U. 219</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Pick Up Your Free Gift

Stop in at El Corral Bookstore Computer Department for details.
CSUN says selling raffle tickets not valid school activity

Cal Poly might consider legal action if similar grade-selling claims made

By John Alexiou

Cal State Northridge has canceled three of its Pan-African classes after discovering two professors allegedly promised students 'A' grades if they enrolled in one of the classes and sold $100 worth of raffle tickets.

Allegations against the two professors were made after students complained to campus police that they were recruited with the promise of 'A' grades in exchange for selling raffle tickets for a non-profit foundation, said CSUN spokesman Ann Salisbury.

Salisbury said the university is considering disciplinary action against two faculty members in connection with the alleged grade-selling pending whether the Los Angeles city attorney's office finds sufficient information to file criminal charges.

Although Salisbury would not confirm which professors are being investigated, a campus official confirmed to the Los Angeles Times that they are professor Elzaas Obinna, a 17-year faculty member, and Willis Bellamy, a lecturer who began teaching this semester.

In a press release, CSUN Vice President of Academic Affairs Bob Sunski said campus police interviewed 30 students who were told they could sell 20 raffle tickets for $5 each and receive 'A' grades.

Obinna taught one of the field courses while Bellamy taught the other two, according to the Times.

Salisbury said students told reporters they were approached with a recruiting pitch as they entered a campus building to make changes in their schedules during a course registration period.

The 181 students who enrolled in the classes received letters last week offering them the option of withdrawing or obtaining an incomplete grade at Cal Poly.

The amount of people retiring this year has doubled that of previous years without the incentive, Melvin said. This includes approximately 1,050 faculty members. The effect will be felt all over campus, Melvin said, since there is a "mass exodus" each year.

"Some of them may be unable to file criminal charges. Melvin said, "but probably (only) four or five."

She said that besides allowing people to retire early, the plan also helps to budget at Cal Poly. "They (retiring faculty) are at the top of their salaries," she said. "The University can benefit the university to hire new people at a lower wage."

According to Melvin, retire­ment is based on three factors: years worked, age and a percentage of salary. For a younger person, the percentage of years worked, age and a percentage of salary. For a younger person, the percentage of years worked, age and a percentage of salary. For a younger person, the percentage of years worked, age and a percentage of salary.

For E. Wesley Conner, an or­namental horticulture professor who has been at Cal Poly for 25 years, his retirement plans in­clude doing a lot of bicycle tour­ing and backpacking. He said, "I might even find some time to sit down in a rocking chair and go to sleep."

"I probably would have retired either this year or next year," Conner said. The reason he retired now was "because of the perfect opportunity... When they gave me two additional years of service, I said that's it."

As a result of his retirement, Conner said, the number of faculty members will be reduced by one in his department. "They are going to be seriously affected right away," he said.

He explained that his position will be replaced by a full-time lecturer for a year. "There may not be enough faculty members to retire and pursue another occupation," he said.

For Gloria Jameson, an English professor who also plans to retire under the Golden Handshake, she pointed out some changes that will take place in her department. "We will especially need someone in the English department," she said, "because of those who retiring are in that field."

"I probably would have retired either this year or next year," Conner said. The reason he retired now was "because of the perfect opportunity. When they gave me two additional years of service, I said that's it."
Poultry Unit chicken houses raided by swooping bandits

By Jenny Lampman

Almost 100 eggs a day are being stolen from the chicken houses at the Cal Poly Poultry Unit, and the thieves can't be stopped.

The reason? The bandits are small, black and use air transportation as their getaway vehicle.

Since August, an increasing number of crows have gobbled into the chicken coops and taken eggs from the chickens.

"They're driving us up a wall. They pick them up, drop them on the road and then swoop down and eat them. They're making a mess," said Earle Polinsky, farm manager and technician of the Poultry Unit.

Jeanne Tillotson, a poultry science major whose poultry enterprise project is directly affected by the crows, noticed an increasing number of eggs missing at the end of the summer.

"I thought I was going crazy, but then one day I saw a crow go right in there, pick out an egg and fly off," she said.

Tillotson's enterprise project, which includes four chicken houses, nets about 1,000 eggs a day. She tells them to the campus store and local stores in San Luis Obispo for 75 cents a dozen.

According to crop science professor Charles Crabb, crows are opportunist feeders and are known for raiding bird nests.

"Crows are very adaptable to a situation. They pass on ideas to other members and that's why the level of damage has been increasing," said Crabb.

Wheeler said that getting duck eggs out of the pens at the end of the summer will cost about $1,000, which will come out of Poultry Unit operating expenses.

"We're getting a new Poultry Unit, and this one's going to be torn down, so we really don't want to have to put too much money in this one," said Polinsky.

The netting also makes it difficult to clean the manure from underneath the coops.

"It (the netting) will hopefully solve the problem. Because it's looking like we're starting to look like we're getting bombed out here," said Tillotson.

The eating of duck eggs is increasing, said Crabb.

"They eat almost 90 to 100 percent of the duck eggs, but we'd assume they eat those over the chicken eggs," said Polinsky.

The eating of duck eggs is tolerated because of their low value.

The chicken houses are covered in netting, which is where the expense and increased labor in managing the coops. The netting cost about $1,000, which will come out of Poultry Unit operating expenses.

"We're getting a new Poultry Unit, and this one's going to be torn down, so we really don't want to have to put too much money in this one," said Polinsky.

The netting also makes it difficult to clean the manure from underneath the coops.

"It (the netting) will hopefully solve the problem. Because it's looking like we're starting to look like we're getting bombed out here," said Tillotson.

Poly man plays game, wins date

By Kelley Cummins

Many people have played the dating game during their single lives, but one Cal Poly student joined in the ultimate Dating Game and scored.

Graduating senior Bruce Wheeler participated in the television program "The Dating Game," which aired in late March.

"I'm not sure why I did it. I just got a wild hair and called the number on T.V.," said Wheeler.

But Wheeler is glad he did it. He won a trip to Waikiki, Hawaii, and will be staying at the Hyatt Regency on Oahu for four days in August with his girlfriend, Kris Perkins, from Santa Monica.

Wheeler, 23, said that getting on the program was not very difficult. He called the number, drove in to Los Angeles to fill out forms, interviewed, and finally played a mock game, which was taped and reviewed by "Dating Game" personnel.

"Dating Game" employees called Wheeler the same night his video was reviewed and asked him to be on the program. Wheeler had to be asked three times before he said yes.

"The first time they asked me to be a bachelor I said I was sort of interested and they called me the next day, and I couldn't... The second time I said look, I have 18 units in this quarter. I'm real busy," Wheeler said.

The third request was for him to be the person asking the questions to the bachelorettes. He meant he was guaranteed a price.

The ornamental horticulture major admitted that during the live taping of the show he was nervous, but said he was not scared.

During the actual game, Wheeler asked the contestants questions he had devised. From their responses, he had to choose the date he liked most.

Wheeler said "I was pretty lucky and picked the cutest girl. She had the best answers."

Wheeler said one deciding factor was when he told a bachelorette he would win a gold medal in the Olympic Games for choosing girls. He asked what event she would win, and she replied wrestling. He liked the idea of a choice and decided she was the one.

Pontiac rings down the cost of excitement for qualified first-time new-car buyers with $600 cash

GM AC First-Time New-Car Buyer Program

You've got a lot more for your money. More than 150,000 titles. Quick look-up available. Ask at the Customer Service Counter.

Best Tasting Pizza in Town
1015 Court St. SLO
(across from Osos St. Subs)

$1.00 OFF any WOODSTOCK'S PIZZA
541-4460

one coupon per pizza expires 5/18/88 MD
Discus thrower to compete in 3rd national meet

By Kelley Cummins
Staff Writer

A two-time All-American track athlete will be representing Cal Poly for her third year in a row at the NCAA national track meet in two weeks.

Junior Celeste Paquette has been Cal Poly's star discus thrower for almost three years. During her freshman year she placed fifth at nationals, and the next year she moved up to fourth place.

"Just started to peak. This is good, because it's later in the year. I hope I can throw my best," she said.

Paquette's talents do not stop at the discus event. Last year she also qualified for nationals and was All-American in the shot put. Currently she's about five or six inches off the qualifying mark for nationals — 46-1/2.

She said her enjoyment of the sport and her concentration could be factors that help her achieve her high rankings. "I listen to music to get mentally prepared. I visualize myself throwing far. I also enjoy it so much and that helps me a lot."

This 20-year-old said she always gets nervous before any competition but "I tell myself it's not a big deal, and I take deep breaths all the time."

An average work-out begins with a warm-up jog of about three quarters of a mile, stretches, sprints, drills, throwing and, on designated days, weight lifting.

Paquette works out later than other track athletes because of her school schedule, and she also has a job in the afternoon. She usually gets home after practice about 7 p.m., she said.

Maintaining her high level of ability is not always easy. In fact, Paquette has just come out of a training slump. "It's (a slump) not a good feeling. I really had to concentrate and go back to the basics," said Paquette.

"Concerning the way she feels now, Paquette said, "I'm getting more excited and moving to where I should be. I really am ready for nationals.""

A high-quality athlete can also have embarrassing moments. "When I was a senior in high school at the state track meet Dave and Lance (the assistant coach and women's head track coach for Cal Poly) were watching me. I was doing a full form (a drill) and fell smack on my face. I looked up to see if anyone had seen me ... Later I found out that there was another track meet in two weeks."

In two weeks, Celeste Paquette will be representing Cal Poly at the NCAA national track meet.
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Paquette's talents do not stop at the discus event. Last year she also qualified for nationals and was All-American in the shot put. Currently she's about five or six inches off the qualifying mark for nationals — 46-1/2.

She said her enjoyment of the sport and her concentration could be factors that help her achieve her high rankings. "I listen to music to get mentally prepared. I visualize myself throwing far. I also enjoy it so much and that helps me a lot."

This 20-year-old said she always gets nervous before any competition but "I tell myself it's not a big deal, and I take deep breaths all the time."

An average work-out begins with a warm-up jog of about three quarters of a mile, stretches, sprints, drills, throwing and, on designated days, weight lifting.

Paquette works out later than other track athletes because of her school schedule, and she also has a job in the afternoon. She usually gets home after practice about 7 p.m., she said.

Maintaining her high level of ability is not always easy. In fact, Paquette has just come out of a training slump. "It's (a slump) not a good feeling. I really had to concentrate and go back to the basics," said Paquette.

"Concerning the way she feels now, Paquette said, "I'm getting more excited and moving to where I should be. I really am ready for nationals.""

A high-quality athlete can also have embarrassing moments. "When I was a senior in high school at the state track meet Dave and Lance (the assistant coach and women's head track coach for Cal Poly) were watching me. I was doing a full form (a drill) and fell smack on my face. I looked up to see if anyone had seen me ... Later I found out that there was another track meet in two weeks."

In two weeks, Celeste Paquette will be representing Cal Poly at the NCAA national track meet.
**Women's tennis moves to finals**

**Team defeats Abilene Christian in semifinals at nationals**

**Cal Poly's Susan Norman defeated Abilene Christian's Lisa Marsh, 6-1, 6-4, to move into the women's singles competition Monday by defeating Cal State Los Angeles, 6-1, on Sunday.**

The Mustangs twin each won their singles matches, and then teamed for a win in the doubles competition.

Norman and Lansford also won their singles matches, while Elliott and Menendez each fell to their singles opponents.

The doubles team of Lansford and Elliott won in doubles competition while Kanter and Nor- man were defeated in doubles competition — the only match that went three sets.

The team competition ends with the finals, and the individual competition begins Thursday.
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From page 8
After her retirement, Jamesson
plans to do a lot of gardening,
sewing and traveling. She also
plans to write some professional
papers on children's literature.

Robert Lint, a professor in the
English department for 21 years,
said he plans to retire this year
and then move on to teach
English in Mexico, where he has
some relatives. He said he be­
lieves it will take him about a
year to get settled and start a
school down there. "I have quite
a few things planned that I think
will offer challenges to me and
will cause me to be curious again
... Maybe even help somebody."

He said he has seen changes
take place in his department over
the past few years. "I am sur­
rounded by youngsters."

From the animal science and
industry department, professor
Robert D. Hooks has been

Robert Lint, a professor in the
English department for 21 years,
said he plans to retire this year
and then move on to teach
English in Mexico, where he has
some relatives. He said he be­
lieves it will take him about a
year to get settled and start a
school down there. "I have quite
a few things planned that I think
will offer challenges to me and
will cause me to be curious again
... Maybe even help somebody."

He said he has seen changes
take place in his department over
the past few years. "I am sur­
rounded by youngsters."

From the animal science and
industry department, professor
Robert D. Hooks has been
teaching at Cal Poly for 22 years.
Looking forward to his retire­
ment, he said, "The Golden
Handshake was a big incentive."

Although Hooks said he pro­
bably would have retired this
year anyway, he was hoping he
could retire under a combination
of the Golden Handshake and the
Faculty Early Retirement Pro­
gram. FERP allows faculty
members to work as part-time
faculty for four years. However,
faculty retiring this year had to
choose between the two retire­
ment plans.

"My wife and I are into
genealogy and that is what we
plan to do," Hooks said in
reference to his post-retirement
plans. "We have been working on
it for years."

He said his department is in
the recruiting process for new
faculty members and that there
will be "some new people coming
in with some new ideas."

Melvin said that the Golden
Handshake "will create more
opportunity for employment. Our
student (enrollment) is not
decreasing."